opportunity for capital gains.

Planning for Decumulation

Consider the following pros and cons of different investments:

We have over 25 years of experience helping
generate income and mitigate longevity risk to
help your nest egg last the rest of your lifetime.

An Introduction to the
Decumulation Phase
When most people think of retirement, the first thing that comes
to mind is saving. But retirement
is like a coin - it has two sides.
Instead of heads and tails, the
retirement “coin” has accumulation on one side and decumulation the other. Accumulation gets
the most press and is the piece
on which most financial advisors
spend their time. Although accumulation is important, it is still only
one side of the coin.
Do you fear outliving
your savings?
Most financial advisors, tend to
AmeriFlex
focus
F i n a n con
i a l Sthe
e r v i c e saccumulation side helping people grow their wealth.
To that end, most readily available
investment and planning information, centers on accumulation.
®

Decumulation when addressing
it, tends to be a bit more complex. The rationale is, during the
accumulation phase, market fluctuations and investment risks can
be smoothed over time. During
decumulation, there is less room

for error. A decumulation strategy can
help ward-off the top
fear of most retirees: outliving savings. At AmeriFlex®
Financial Services,
we provide every bit as much
focus on the decumulation phase
as we do accumulation strategies.

retirement nears. Many retirees
look to traditional fixed income
strategies to provide the cash
flow needed to “keep the lights
on” throughout retirement. What
keeps them up at night, is the
worry that those investments
aren’t keeping pace with inflation
and unforeseen rising expenses,
such as healthcare costs.

The fear of outliving savings is so
Where once advisors sought fixed
great among retirees that it often
income investments for retirees,
overshadows the fear of death
these traditional ideas may no lon1
(61% vs. 39%) . When we think of
ger be able to offer enough reward
living out our golden years, it certo justify their risk. We strive to
tainly should not include images of
find alternatives to bonds that prowaking in the middle of the night
duce income.
worrying about running
The fear of outliving One strategy we recout of money.
savings is so great
ommend is the use
among
retirees
that
Having a plan that coorof “income silos,”
it
often
overshadows
dinates the receipt of
which have many of
the
fear
of
death
income and retirement
the same attractive
(61% vs. 39%)1.
benefits to offset expensfeatures of tradies can help alleviate
tional fixed income
fears of outliving your money. It
investments – they can provide
allows you to structure your portincome and may offer more prefolio to provide both income and
dictable returns. As interest rates
growth. This can possibly prevent
begin to climb and bond duration
you from making poor payout decibecomes important, bonds may
sions, during market downturns.
face challenges. The potential to
be resilient during times of risMany Baby Boomers have overing interest rates and economic
looked the need for growth in their
downturns makes this approach
portfolios throughout retirement.
appealing. It may help mitigate
Boomers start to shift towards
risk by diversifying your retirement
more conservative investments as
portfolio while also providing the
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Bonds: While bonds are an important part of a balanced portfolio as a fixed income security, in a rising interest rate environment, the price of bonds may decrease. The duration
and quality of bonds are critical.
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Equities: During the accumulation phase, there may be more tolerance for market volatility. However, this may not be the case in the decumulation phase.
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Cash: “Cash is King” except for when it is not earning enough to keep up with inflation.
However, keeping cash in the bank may help you sleep better at night.
Alternatives: These investments may provide income and improve portfolio efficiency as
they have low historical correlation in comparison to traditional asset classes. While there
is the potential for long-term growth, these investments are less liquid than traditional
investments and are therefore considered riskier.

member of Financial Planning
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Estate Planning Council and an
instructor of finance courses at
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Our AmeriFlex® team takes pride in providing a holistic approach to your financial life. We
focus on all the financial levers, and when it comes to retirement that includes accumulation and decumulation. As you begin the next phase of your life, do so with confidence in
your ability to balance your expenses and income. We are here to help.
1 http://www.aarp.org/work/retirement-planning/info-06-2010/running_out_of_money_worse_than_death.html

3700 State Street,
Suite 310
Santa Barbara, CA
93105
805.898.0893 ph
www.ameriflex.com

You have spent a lifetime accumulating a nest egg for retirement. As you prepare
for the next stage in your life, you face the challenges of low yields from banks,
higher federal and state taxes, when to take Social Security, and increased
medical costs. AmeriFlex is prepared to help you face these risks and protect
your nest egg by building a durable income stream to match your expenses in
your retirement years. You don’t have to face these challenges alone - we can
help.
To learn more, please call 805.898.0893 or visit us at www.ameriflex.com.

The asset classes listed involve contrasting risk factors. Cash-equivalent investments have fluctuated the least and have been relatively stable. Bond investments fluctuate
in value in response to changes in interest rates, with lower-rated bonds possibly being speculative and involving higher risk of default. Equity investments tend to be volatile and do not involve the guarantees associated with holding a bond maturity. Alternative investments involve specific risks that may be greater than those associated with
traditional investments and may be offered only to clients who meet specific suitability requirements, including minimum net worth tests. You should consider the special
risks with alternative investments including limited liquidity, tax considerations, incentive fee structures, potentially speculative investment strategies, and different regulatory and reporting requirements. You should only invest in hedge funds, managed futures or other similar strategies if you do not require a liquid investment and can bear
the risk of substantial losses. There can be no assurance that any investment will meet its performance objectives or that substantial losses will be avoided. *Securities
and advisory services offered through SagePoint Financial, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC. Insurance services offered through AmeriFlex® Financial Services, which is not
affiliated with SagePoint Financial, Inc.
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